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Abstract: Compared to natural images in artificial datasets, it is more challenging to improve the
spatial resolution of remote sensing optical image data using super-resolution techniques. Historical
aerial images are primarily grayscale due to single-band acquisition, which further limits their
recoverability. To avoid data limitations, it is advised to employ a data collection consisting of images
with homogeneously distributed intensity values of land use/cover objects at various resolution
values. Thus, two different datasets were created. In line with the proposed approach, images of
bare land, farmland, residential areas, and forested regions were extracted from orthophotos of
different years with different spatial resolutions. In addition, images with intensity values in a more
limited range for the same categories were obtained from a single year’s orthophoto to highlight
the contribution of the suggested approach. Training of two different datasets was performed
independently using a deep learning-based super-resolution model, and the same test images were
enhanced individually with the weights of both models. The results were assessed using a variety of
quality metrics in addition to visual interpretation. The findings indicate that the suggested dataset
structure and content can enable the recovery of more details and effectively remove the smoothing
effect. In addition, the trend of the metric values matches the visual perception results.

Keywords: historical aerial photograph; photogrammetry; super-resolution; image quality

1. Introduction

Super-resolution (SR) techniques are used to improve low-quality images by turning
them into high-resolution (HR) data. Information considered to be in the HR image but lost
in the low-resolution (LR) one is restored [1–3]. The studies carried out for this purpose
have moved to another dimension with the use of deep learning (DL) models. DL-based SR
models [4,5] have shown significant development after the Super-Resolution Convolutional
Neural Network (SRCNN) was proposed in 2014 [6]. Over the years, linear learning [6–8],
residual learning [9–11], recursive learning [12–14], adversarial networks [15,16], and
attention structures [17,18] have been used for resolution enhancement purposes on various
datasets [4]. While many models [19,20] have aimed to achieve close or better performance
values with a lighter structure than their predecessors, others have prioritized the quality
of the end product directly, and do not rely on the number of parameters [10,21]. The
majority of SR studies have used the T91 [22] and DIV2K [23] datasets for training, with
the Set5 [24] and Set14 [25] datasets being used for testing purposes. In addition, datasets
have been diversified with applications conducted by different disciplines. Several datasets
have been created to solve real-world problems [26,27]. As models are built on frequently
used common datasets, they do not always produce the expected results in independent
applications with different scene characteristics [27,28].
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When real-world problems are focused within the scope of SR, datasets containing
remotely sensed images and magnetic resonance images [29] come to the fore. These include
both those can be directly used [30–32] and those that have been created by researchers
specifically for relevant studies [26,33]. While satellite images are most commonly favored
as remotely sensed images for resolution improvement, aerial photographs obtained by
platforms such as UAVs and aircraft have been used as well [34]. A common element of
these datasets that distinguishes them from others is their focus on solving real-world
problems. Significant progress has been achieved in applications including both commonly
used datasets and those focusing on solving real-world challenges. The images enhanced
with SR techniques have been brought very close to their HR equivalents. In particular,
the Enhanced Deep Super-Resolution (EDSR) [10] network has been a turning point in the
temporal hierarchy of SR approaches. Successful results have been achieved even at high
scale factors with the Residual Dense Network (RDN) [35], providing better performance
than the EDSR model with fewer parameters, as well as with the attention structures [17,18]
built on these models. Thus, there is not much room left for a purely algorithm-based
approach using current datasets to show significant progress compared to previous studies.

One of the dilemmas in SR studies in the literature is the distinguishability level
between the images used in the training phase and those to be increased in the test phase.
In many studies, the LR images presented to be enhanced are to some extent interpretable
and analyzable. In this respect, studies using satellite images have made a difference in
terms of SR. There are studies that directly use models created on commonly used datasets
in optical images [36] as well as SR approaches specifically designed for enhancing satellite
images [37,38]. Although some studies aim to improve the details that can already be
distinguished in LR images [33], others that use satellite images such as Landsat and
Sentinel may be insufficient for high-level detail extraction and scene analysis [39]. In
particular, enhancing Landsat images, which provide older data compared to Sentinel, has
allowed the expansion of time intervals for multi-temporal land use/cover (LULC) change
detection studies. Previous research reported higher accuracy in classifications conducted
with the enhanced images [40].

Differing from satellite images, another group of optical data in need of enhancement
is historical aerial photographs obtained with photogrammetric techniques. In general, a
historical aerial photograph for which the visual interpretation capacity can be increased
with SR techniques can be considered as LR. The quality of a historical aerial photograph
is conditioned by the scenario as well as by environmental, lighting, and atmospheric
conditions [41]. It is possible to lose information when converting these photographs from
hard copy versions to digital form through scanning procedures. Thus, in addition to
the SR problems that satellite images bear, historical aerial photographs have additional
restrictions. One of the factors that further limits the use of historical aerial photographs
compared to other optical images and their improvement using SR techniques is the number
of spectral bands. In the literature, the images used in SR studies consist of multispectral
data. SR models simultaneously improve the available RGB spectral bands in multispectral
images; moreover, as of today, attention structures are able to combine the prominent
features of each band, increasing the quality of the resulting images. Furthermore, the use
of infrared bands in enhancing LR images is possible. However, this is not likely in most
historical aerial photographs, as they have only a single band.

Another limiting factor is the lack of color information in historical aerial photo-graphs,
which is one of the distinguishing features used for differentiating earth objects. When two
objects that are identical or similar in shape and size are both grayscale, their difference
diminishes. In addition to the similarities in the same LULC details, the resemblance of these
details is a situation that negatively affects the SR model’s ability to train different features.
This makes it harder to recover information possibly lost in the LR image. Theoretically,
a single band image is the same as being grayscale. The reason why it is considered
separately as a limiting factor in this study is that the number of bands is directly related to
the running of the algorithm; however, the color information creates distinguishability of
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objects and differences among them. To avoid repetition, only the term grayscale is used
for the data used in the rest of the study.

Other factors that make the improvement of historical aerial photographs more chal-
lenging are the current image quality and the limitation of the original image in terms of
LULC diversity due to the acquired time. Because old dates are involved, certain LULC
classes in current datasets may be limited or absent in historical photographs. In addition,
HR and LR image pairs for historical aerial photographs are not exactly similar to the
datasets present in the literature. A historical aerial photograph which is considered to be
theoretically HR may be objectively LR compared to current optical images. Therefore, it is
theoretically more difficult for a model to learn the difference between two attributes and
recover the lost information.

The literature is lacking a detailed study on improving grayscale historical aerial
photographs within the scope of this research, which is important for solving real-world
problems related to the past. Historical aerial photographs can be traced back 100 years; as it
spans such a large time range, this data group is extremely useful for long-term monitoring
of the environment. When this monitoring includes change detection applications where
historical data should be analyzed together with current and high spatial resolution datasets,
they need to be improved spatially in order to achieve more reliability. In essence, improved
historical data should enable efficient visual interpretation and, if necessary, detailed
object extraction. However, restrictive factors arising from the nature of the data make it
difficult for the SR model to learn the relationships between HR-LR pairs. As a result, the
smoothing effect becomes evident in the improved image. In order to use these images
effectively in the mentioned applications, these factors must be minimized and edge details
must be preserved as much as possible. In this context, a separate solution approach for
each restrictive factor is put forward. The most basic DL-based SR model was applied to
historical aerial photographs in order to reveal the feasibility of the solutions. The enhanced
images were comparatively analyzed using various image quality assessment techniques
to demonstrate that better qualitative and quantitative information can be obtained with
the proposed approach, which is simple yet functional.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dataset

The province of Istanbul was selected as the study area, as it exhibits land cover
(LC) diversity throughout time and reduces the obstacles by upgrading historical aerial
photographs within the context of SR. Historical orthophoto images with varying dates and
spatial resolution were provided by the General Directorate of Mapping, affiliated with the
Ministry of National Defense, Republic of Türkiye. These orthophotos are grayscale images,
as presented in Figure 1. The resolutions of these orthophotos are different from each other,
as they were produced from photographs taken with different photogrammetric techniques
in various years. Data with ground sampling intervals of 10 cm, 30 cm, and 40 cm were
used. Because the computational cost of generating data over the entire orthophoto in tiff
format is high, all orthophotos were divided into four equal parts. Among these, the one
from 1982 had a higher resolution than the others; thus, each four parts were divided again
into four more equal parts.

Four different LC categories were determined: bare land, farmland, residential areas,
and forested regions. The image from 1954 mainly consists of bare land and forestry. The
image from 1968 contains more residential areas than the image from 1954. The image
from 1982 contains more residential areas than the others, and is rich in other categories
as well. The orthophoto images included in the training and testing were derived from
the identical parts extracted from each orthophoto. The random clipping approach was
used to create photos with a maximum overlap rate of 10%. Thus, the shifting approach to
data augmentation was used between the randomly cropped photographs, and the image
similarity was preserved to a specified level to prevent the data group from overfitting.
Because the orthophoto from 1982 was much richer in terms of content than the others, most
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of the photographs were derived from it. The 1954 and 1968 images were fewer in number,
as they are from older years and have fewer pixels covering same area. The amount of
data was increased by additionally applying horizontal and vertical flipping to the images
derived from the 1954 and 1968 orthophotos. An important nuance when creating a training
set from this type of data is the number of images. Although the aforementioned criteria
and geometric transformations exist, the limiting factors mentioned previously increase the
visual similarity as the number of photographs increases. Therefore, the total number of
images included in training was limited to 1000, the majority of which belonged to 1982.
Numerically, 700 images belonged to 1982 and the rest belonged to the other years.
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2.2. Minimizing the Restrictions

Within the scope of this study, two datasets were created, dataset-1 and dataset-2. The
first was created to minimize restrictive effects based on the proposed approach, while the
other had the same number of images but was structurally shallower, and was created to
concretely demonstrate the positive contributions of the proposed approach. One of the
constraints is that the images contain a single band. Because DL-based SR models work on
multi-band images, three-band images were obtained by adding two copies of each image
to the existing one. Although this situation makes the images artificially multispectral in
the dataset, it does not do so in terms of content. The main purpose of this process was to
run the SR model without errors during training. Although the images contain three bands,
the richness that cannot be provided in terms of content is provided with the approach
depicted in Figure 2.

Photographs from different years covering the same regions were used together. Due
to the changes in LC over time, photographs from different years represent various content
with a single band. A region that appears as a residential area within the same region in
the 1968 and 1982 images might have been a bare land in 1954. In such cases, two spectral
variations were obtained for regions representing the same content in the dataset. As a
result, the limitation arising from the number of bands in historical aerial photographs is
overcome by digitally converting them into three bands and representing the same regions
separately with images derived for different years.

In the dataset to be used in SR studies, differences between photographs have an effect
of increased distinguishability. Apart from the differences in the distribution of LC within
the area covered by the photograph, color information is a factor that makes the images
different from each other. Because the images used in the study are single bands, there is
no color diversity as in multispectral images. This causes different photographs to display
higher similarity than color images even though they contain different regions. To minimize
this limitation, intensity values were used. The brightness value in multispectral images,
which is the numerical equivalent of color information, is replaced by intensity values in
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grayscale images. These values were used to control details and brightness adjustments
in grayscale images. For this reason, apart from the distribution of LC, intensity values
were taken as the basic factor affecting distinguishability in the grayscale images. Although
forestry areas generally have low intensity values, photographs of forestry with an average
brightness value greater than 128 for an 8-bit image were included in the dataset. Similarly,
although farmland areas in historical images mostly had high intensity values, photographs
of agricultural areas with low intensity values on average were included in the dataset. The
need to provide distinguishability due to the lack of color information was minimized by
creating photographs that contain homogeneous intensity values. A visual depiction of the
intensity distributions of the images in both datasets is presented in Figure 3.
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Another limitation of historical aerial photography is that there are not enough avail-
able HR-LR pairs, both numerically and in quality, to cover the different land cover classes
required for SR applications. The quality of HR images and the LR images derived from
them makes learning the relationship between image pairs difficult. Even LR images
derived from images considered HR in many commonly used datasets, such as T91 [22],
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DIV2K [23], Set5 [24], and Set14 [25], bear a higher level of discrimination than those used
in this study. This is the result of the technological possibilities available with the hardware
of the period. In addition, due to the date of the obtained data, older images may be inade-
quate in terms of LC classes. Farmland areas are fewer in photographs from more recent
years, whereas residential areas are smaller in images from earlier years due to urbanization
over time. To minimize this effect, higher-dimensional images were used compared to the
images in the optical datasets referred in the literature. The images in dataset-1 vary in size,
and are larger than those in dataset-2. In dataset-2, all image dimensions are 512 × 512,
while the dimensions in the first dataset vary between 1200 × 1200 and 2400 × 2400. As
such, although the size of the input image for training is much smaller (256 for HR and 64
for LR when the scale factor is 4), the diversity in the region where each kernel travels has
been increased in the cropped images. A visual photo presenting the difference between
the images in both datasets is presented in Figure 4.
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In light of the aforementioned constraints and suggestions to minimize these con-
straints, two different datasets were created. In one of them, photographs from different
years were used together, the images were cropped so that the intensity values were dis-
tributed homogeneously, and the size of the images was kept high. In the other, only
images from 1982 were used, and photographs from 1954 and 1968 were not included. In
addition, the intensity values were kept within a more limited range and the size of all
cropped images was limited to 512 × 512.

2.3. Super-Resolution Implementation

There are many models [1–5] used in SR studies. In deep learning-supported applica-
tions, the process that started with linear learning continued with residual learning, and
has continued with recursive learning, adversarial learning, and attention structures. In a
number of studies, the advantages of different learning strategies have been used together.
Global and local residual learning have been applied separately as residual learning, then
evaluated together [42,43]. With the modifications made in the design of the models and
hyperparameters, higher performance values supported by visual interpretation can be
obtained, and higher performance values can be achieved with lightweight models. CNN-
based SR studies, which started with SRCNN in 2014, have achieved high performance
values both visually and metrically with the available data. Regardless of the approach
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being considered, almost all studies make comparisons with SRCNN, as it is a turning
point for SR. Because the aim of this study is to reveal the improvability of historical aerial
photographs and overcome their limitations rather than to show the superiority of one
model over another, the SRCNN model was used directly. No changes were made to the
hyperparameters to achieve better results. Dropout, batch normalization, or regularization
techniques such as L1 or L2 were not included in the model to prevent overfitting or
underfitting. It is thought that it is more realistic to use the model as provided in order to
minimize the constraints arising from the dataset. In addition, the ability of the proposed
dataset design to cope with the smoothing effect, which is frequently mentioned for SRCNN
and similar models, was determined. The simplified architecture of the SRCNN model is
presented in Figure 5.
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The SRCNN model transforms an LR input image into an HR output image using
learned weights. SRCNN generally consists of three main layers. The input layer accepts a
low-resolution input image. The feature extraction layers apply various convolution and
activation operations to extract features from the LR input image. These layers use learned
filters to capture features in the image. The reconstruction layer creates a HR output image
using feature extractions [6]. This process allows the LR image to gain more detail and
clarity. As the activation function, ReLU was used in the first two layers and linear was
used in the last layer. The filter numbers were 128, 64, and 1, respectively, while the kernel
sizes were set to 9, 3, and 5. The training process was conducted for a scale factor of 4,
whereas the input sizes for the HR-LR pair were set to 256 and 64. ADAM was used as the
optimization algorithm with a value of 0.01. Early stopping was used during training to
prevent overfitting and to make the training process more effective. Implementation and
testing of the model were carried out in the Google Colab environment.

3. Results and Discussions

In addition to visual interpretation, various image quality metrics were used for the
test images improved by the trained model in SR studies, although based on statistical
analysis results that are not positively supported by visual interpretation become inade-
quate especially in solving real-world problems [44], meaning that the image with a higher
quality metric is not always visually better [15].

The most commonly used image quality metrics in SR studies are the Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) [45], Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [46], and Structural Similar-
ity Measure Index (SSIM) [47]. The RMSE value is a metric used to measure the similarity
or difference of pixel values between two images. RMSE with a positive value and a smaller
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value indicates that two images are closer or similar to each other [44,48]. RMSE is the
square root of MSE, and is calculated accordingly:

RMSE =

√(
1
n

)
× ∑(Yi − Xi)

2 (1)

where:
Yi represents the value of the data point in HR;
Xi represents the value of the data point in the test image;
n represents the total number of data points.
PSNR measures the representativeness of the image. The higher the PSNR value, the

higher the similarity between two images and the better the quality is considered. However,
PSNR has a disadvantage in that it does not reflect the quality perceived by the human
eye [48,49]. It is usually expressed in dB (decibels), and is calculated by the formula below:

PSNR = 10 × log10((M2)/MSE) (2)

where:
M represents the maximum possible value of pixel values;
MSE (Mean Squared Error) represents the mean square error between the HR and the

test image.
SSIM attempts to measure the structural similarity between two images, and ex-

presses this similarity as a score. It takes a value in the range [0, 1], where 1 indicates the
highest similarity and best quality while 0 indicates the lowest similarity and worst quality.
Its calculation includes three components: luminance similarity, contrast similarity, and
structural similarity. Luminance similarity measures the similarity between the luminance
components of two images, and includes differences in pixel values and contrast. Contrast
similarity measures the similarity between the contrast components of two images, and
refers to the standard deviation of pixel values. Structural similarity measures the similarity
of two images, and involves the correlation and similarity of pixel values. By combining
these three components, SSIM produces an overall similarity score [47,48]. The higher the
SSIM score between two images, the higher the similarity and quality.

Universal Image Quality Index (UIQI) [49] is another metric used to evaluate image
quality. This metric determines the quality of an image using brightness and contrast
distortion as well as correlation loss. Unlike pixel-based metrics, it can produce negative
values. Although it adopts a similar approach to SSIM, UIQI focuses mainly on color-based
features, while SSIM considers more details and fine features [47,48].

The fifth metric used in the study is the Bhattacharyya distance value [50], which
is a statistical metric that measures the similarity or difference between two probability
distributions. It is used to evaluate overlap or separate distributions. Values range from
0 to ∞, with a smaller Bhattacharyya distance indicating that two distributions are more
similar and a larger distance indicating more dissimilarity or separation. Both images are
represented in a color space. They are separated into color components and a histogram
is calculated for each color component. The histograms show the distribution of the pixel
values of each color component, and are normalized by scaling each histogram to a sum of
1. After this stage, using the histograms of the two images, the Bhattacharyya distance is
calculated according to the following formula:

BC(H1, H2) = −ln
(
∑ i =

√
nh1ih2i

)
(3)

where:
H1 and H2 are the histograms;
h1i and h2i are histogram values for the region.
Examples of test images improved using the model trained with two different datasets

are presented in Figure 6a,b. Metric values obtained for the test images are illustrated as
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examples. The average of the metric values obtained for all test images are provided in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Average values based on quality metrics.

Quality Metric Dataset-1 Dataset-2

RMSE 5.46 5.87
PSNR 33.40 32.80
SSIM 0.8714 0.8604
UIQI 0.9143 0.9070

BHATTACHARYYA 0.023 0.026

The SR application was carried out with a scale factor of 4. Images of different sizes
in the training dataset were arranged as 256 × 256 and accepted as HR. The four times
smaller versions of these with the interpolation technique were accepted as LR with a
size of 64 × 64. Depending on these values, the SR application was performed on two
different datasets. Dataset-1 included the approach recommended in this study. Dataset-2
kept the brightness values within a limited range and contains cropped images of size
512 × 512. When the LR image, HR image, and improved images are evaluated based on
visual interpretation, it can be clearly seen that dataset-1 is closer to the HR images. The
negative effect that occurs in the images improved in SR studies involves a smoothing
effect. The proposed approach aims to obtain higher metric values by minimizing this
effect. When the images enhanced with dataset-2 are examined in both images, it can easily
be observed visually that they contain more of a smoothing effect than the images enhanced
with dataset-1. At this point, it is suggested specifically for historical aerial photographs
that the same region has to be represented by images from different years and features
extracted from three different bands. The intensity values of the images vary in a wide
range, meaning that they are distributed homogeneously, and the image sizes that have to
be included in the training phase are larger than those used in the literature, leading to a
positive impact on the results. However, the smoothing effects which remain present in
dataset-1 can further be eliminated with models using different learning strategies.

When the results based on image quality metrics are examined, the values obtained
in both improved test images exert consistent results with visual interpretation. The
differences between the mutually obtained values for the improved images are lower
than those obtained in the literature. However, this is an expected situation, as a single
model was used on different datasets. In addition, as the scale factor increases in SR
studies, the metric values presented by different models grow closer to each other [1–5].
The differences between PSNR and SSIM values for the two enhanced images in Figure 6
would be greater if the scale factor was 2. In this study, 4 was used as the scale factor, as
suggestions for solving a real-world problem were presented. This is one of the reasons
why the differences between the metric values were relatively low. In historical aerial
photographs, the distortion amount detected when downsampling the original HR image
to LR was more than the distortions observed when conducting the same downsampling
on natural images such as Set5 [24] and Set14 [25]. This situation limits the features that the
model can learn during training. Therefore, the ability to improve the test image may have
been limited.

Consequently, there was positive progress both in pixel-based metrics and in metrics
that underline structural similarity. The conducted study is distinguished by the use of the
UIQI and Bhattacharyya metrics, which are not used in most SR studies. The results for
the UIQI metric showed a similar trend to the SSIM. However, the differences between the
values obtained for the two scenarios are less than in SSIM. This may be because the range
covered by UIQI values is wider. Because UIQI can be used with a color-sensitive approach,
it can be used more efficiently to colorize grayscale aerial photographs. Compared to
Bhattacharyya, it was determined that UIQI can be used in the evaluation of enhanced
grayscale aerial photographs. Considering all test photographs, it was found that the
Bhattacharyya measure was not sensitive enough to the current dataset, despite the fact
that both metrics produced favorable findings. Lower Bhattacharyya distance values were
obtained in some of the images where the smoothing effect was more prominent, with
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the exception of the test images provided as examples. In this scenario, lower metric
distances suggest a greater similarity between the two images. Furthermore, it is currently
not feasible to effectively assess this metric in historical aerial pictures due to the fact that
the distance values fall within a relatively limited range.

4. Conclusions

In this study, historical orthophoto images of a single region from different years were
used and an attempt was made to create a dataset based on these images. The fact that
the data were grayscale increased the similarity between the different photographs we
produced. Objects which are normally in separate categories in other optical datasets used
in the literature were grouped under four main classes due to the restriction caused by the
lack of color information. Images in each class were converted from single-band to three-
band to run the SR model. The different features offered by each band in a multispectral
image were obtained with images of different years and with different spatial resolutions
containing the same region. We tried to achieve the contribution of color information,
which allows the model to learn different features during training, using intensity values
distributed over a wide range. These approaches were applied to minimize the restrictions
and reduce the smoothing effect on the improved images obtained with the SR model.
Image quality metrics validated the proposed approach for improving grayscale historical
aerial photographs. In the future, the diversity of data categories containing historical
photographs can be increased by evaluating different datasets obtained from different
sources to achieve better results in both metric values and visual evaluation. As another
type of optical data, satellite images may be included in studies of historical photographs
in grayscale form by applying extra distorting effects. Other datasets may contain images
created separately for airports, railways, and industrial zones. Such structures may not
have existed at the time when historical aerial photographs were obtained. In addition to
enriching the dataset in terms of content, DL-based coloring algorithms can be applied on
historical aerial photographs for better learning.
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